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Fluxes of trace elements poorly known because of : 

 observations aliased in space and time 

 a limited understanding of biogeochemical 
processes (non-conservative terms) 

Radio isotopes constrain oceanic processes 
because they : 

 contain integrated and shared information on 
circulation and biogeochemistry 

 depend on specific processes represented by few 
parameters in 3D models 

 are associated with their own time scales (from 
days to thousands of years) 

From Submarine Groundwater Discharge (SGD) and sediment 

 Conservative : not affected by chemistry, only by advection, 
diffusion and radioactive decay 

 Proxy of trace elements of continental origins and horizontal 
circulation 

 Studied isotope : 228Ra (1/2 =  5.75 ) 
Van Beek, 2013 

What information is contained in thorium ? 

What information is contained in radium ? 

Less soluble than parent radioelement uranium, scavenged by particles 

 Thorium deficit compared with uranium in the euphotic layer 

 Proxy of the carbon pump (1D vertical transfer between the surface and 
the deep ocean) 

 Studied isotope : 234Th (1/2 =  24.1 ) 

Scientific question : Why study Ra and Th isotope distributions ? 

Methods : How to extract the relevant information ? 

First results : Radium-like and age tracers  

Average 228Ra data inventory in upper 1000m (Moore et al., 2008) 

 1°grid (362 x 292) with three poles and a 
focus over equatorial regions. 

 75 vertical levels, from 0 m to 6000 m deep 

Surface tracer ( =  1 at surface) simulated with associated age concentration ( =  0 at surface 
and   =   elsewhere). Water mass age is  (Delhez et al., 1999), reliable only if tracer is close 
to steady state.  
  =  200  / 600  : lowest concentrations and highest ages in upwelling regions 
  =  2100  : highest tracer concentrations and lowest ages related to the North Atlantic Deep 

Water formation. Age irrelevant everywhere else because equilibrium is not reached. 
 Incoherent behavior in the Southern Ocean 

 Computation of the steady-state concentration at the measurement 
points of tracers from each source region. This can be done by direct 
modeling (simulating a period of a few half-lives) or by using the 
transpose of a transport matrix (Khatiwala, 2007) 

 Inversion of the relationship between the sources and the 
concentrations to deduce the intensities of the sources from the data 

 Inversion of Th observations in order to improve model parameters - 
Th/C ratios, links between PP and export. 

Average inventory in upper 1000m of radium-like tracer 

Radium-like tracer modeling 

Surface tracer concentration (%) after 100 years of integration Water mass age estimate (y) after 100 years of integration 

Surface tracer and age  

Idealized tracer, emitted by continental shelves ( = 1 at bottom 
if shallower than 200 m), with radioactive decay (1/2 =  5 )  

 Qualitatively reproduces the relative distribution of radium in 
the Atlantic (especially the north-south gradient)   

GEOTRACES cruises (measuring trace elements) 

GEOTRACES 2010-2011 Atlantic section of 228Ra  concentration (Charrette et 
al,, 2015) and potential temperature isolines (top panels only) 

Measurement program GEOTRACES An ocean dynamics model : NEMO 1° 

NEMO ORCA grid 

Inversion methods to be performed 

Zonal transect Meridional transect 

x 103 dpm.m-2 

From GEOTRACES website 

From NEMO website 

234Th profile down to 400 
m deep at 40°S 24°W 
from JC068 cruise 
(Pabortsava, 2014) 
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